
The Twelfth KAS Conference of Constitutional Court Judges in Latin America, 2005, gave indigenous

 jurists a first-ever opportunity to spend a whole morning presenting and discussing their issues and

perspectives with a gathering of the Latin-American continent’s judicial elite. The keynote theme of the

conference, namely “Constitutional guarantees within the criminal process”, provided the ideal platform

for this purpose; especially given that in terms of criminal prosecution it is the often archaic seeming

customs and practices of the indigenous population that are taken up by the Latin-American media 

and cause dismay amongst the “enlightened” non-indigenous populace. Indeed, such was the case in

the months prior to the conference, for example, in Peru (Collao, Puno) and Bolivia (Ayo Ayo), where 

a number of instances of brutal lynch-mob justice occurred. The indigenous jurists provided an overall

 insight into the problems of observing constitutionally guaranteed basic rights within indigenous  

cri minal prosecutions and also reported on the course of indigenous criminal proceedings, from the   

com mission of unlawful acts to sanctions. During the course of the two presentations and subsequent

in tensive  discussion, the following two aspects in particular emerged:

� Principally, the overall perception of indigenous jurists is somewhat incompatible with Western

 enlightened legal tradition in the area of substantive and procedural criminal law – and indeed in 

many other areas, such as property law and the (in Western eyes) obvious right to private ownership 

(as sertions made here presume a subdivision into the various legal fields of civil law, criminal law 

and so on, as is standard in Western legal culture, although such fields are generally not recognised 

in  indigenous legal cultures).

As such, the indigenous representatives expressly rejected, for example, the idea of imprisonment 

on the basis that the primary concern of indigenous law is to implement the fundamental principle of

creating harmony between individuals, the community, nature and cosmic energy. The purpose of

 punishment according to the indigenous mindset is to remove the “disruption to nature or the natural

order” caused by the commission of the criminal act (“reestablecer el orden de la naturaleza”). This

could be achieved, for example, by a bath in cold water, carrying out work for the common good or, 

in the instance of serious crimes, expulsion from the community. By contrast, a prison sentence would

only exacerbate the disruption to the natural order of things and it is for this reason that imprisonment

as such would be counter productive.  

� During the discussion, which was fiercely contested on occasion, the indigenous representatives

 demonstrated a clear willingness to reach compromises with the Latin-American judicial elite. For ex -

ample to recognise modern Western-style criminal procedural law. However, this would be conditional

upon a principle acceptance or recognition of the contrasting indigenous beliefs by Western-thinking

sections of the population. True national unity (“unidad”) could only be achieved on this basis, which

would indispensably call for a certain legal plurality (“pluralidad jurídica”). If, conversely, no indige -

nous jurists were invited to consultations to prepare a draft law, as has frequently occurred in the past,

 fundamental rejection or non-compliance by the indigenous populace could be expected in future.

It was argued that “unidad” could, for instance, be brought about in the area of substantive law 

by  making actions such as gossiping (“chisme”) or lying (“mentira”) – today unknown in Western-

enlightened criminal codes – criminal offences that would be subject to at least the prospect of mild

 punishment in order that the indigenous population could also identify with the law.  

Following the here albeit briefly outlined positive experiences of the Twelfth KAS Conference of Con -

stitutional Court Judges, indigenous jurists have been increasingly invited to take part in Rule of Law

Programme events. Moreover, the 2006 yearbook for Latin-American constitutional law also devoted 

a specific chapter to indigenous law for the first time. 
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Amongst southern regions of the world, Latin America is able to draw on the lon-

gest period of experience in efforts to enhance the rule of law. Indeed, an inten -

sive discussion of the rule of law and judicial reforms began as far back as the

1980s in practically all countries of the continent, and it is here that the Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung’s work on the rule of law also has its roots. The foundation’s

Rule of Law Programme encompassing entire Latin America was developed at 

the start of the 1990s on the basis of a precise analysis of the critical symptoms

apparent in many countries; symptoms that accompanied these countries in

their return to a democratic state embracing the rule of law and called into ques -

tion the functionability of the central state authorities – namely, the legislative,

executive and judiciary. Based on the findings of this analysis a number of edu-

cational ini tiatives in support of constitutional reform processes were implemen-

ted, with the primary aim of strengthening constitutional court jurisdiction, de -

veloping human rights protection and modernising procedural law in the countries

concerned. These activities saw a rapid crystallisation 

of the thematic profile of the Rule of Law Programme,

which, with its comprehensive focus on human rights

protection, constitutional law, constitutional courts,

 procedural law and rights of  regional integration, has

endured in detail to this day; albeit following a variety

of modifications and amendments.

Thanks to the quality and efficiency of the educational

measures effected, the programme has acquired an  

ex cellent reputation in Latin America in respect of all

four thematic fields. Indeed, in a number of focal areas

– particularly those of constitutional courts and inter -

national criminal law – the foundation has developed 

a significant edge in terms of expertise when compared 

to other governmental and non-governmental development cooperation prota -

gonists.

The Rule of Law Programme has also taken on a leading role in cooperation with

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights – not on the basis of financial aid

provided, but rather in the form of joint projects. As such, in 2008, dialogue on

the rule of law was initiated between the Inter-American Court of Human Rights

and supreme courts in the Central American region; whereby, in cooperation

with academic personnel, specific educational modules were drawn up with the

aim of bringing the interpretation of national constitutional law in line with the

application of international human rights conventions and, in turn, furthering a

sustainable improvement in human rights protection through Central American

courts. Since 2006, an accompanying journal entitled Diálogo Jurisprudencial 

has also been published, which presents national court judgements whose ratio
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decidendi rely on international human rights conven -

tions and refer to the jurisprudence of the Inter-

 American Court of Human Rights. In June 2007, at

the invitation of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, eight

judges of the new African Court on Human and

Peoples’ Rights came to San José to meet their  

Latin-American counterparts and benefit from their

experience.

Through over 15 years of constant activity, the pro-

gramme has developed a comprehensive, pan-Latin-

American contact network encompassing all focal

 themes. Today, the majority of educational events

and professional publications pursue an international

approach, making intensive use of existing contacts 

in the various countries of the region. The resulting

synergy effects are of inestimable value, given that

discussions and reform processes on the sub-conti-

nent frequently run a parallel course in all the various

countries without affording any platform for sufficient

exchange beyond national borders. By means of a

range of regional discussion forums, the foundation

brings together academic experts and practitioners

from the individual countries, thereby specifically

 aiding the much-advocated idea of “helping one to

help oneself”. A clear example of this is the Latin-

American Study Group on International Criminal Law.

This initiative was launched in 2002 by the Rule of

Law Programme of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung

(Montevideo) and the Faculty of Law of the Georg-

 August University in Göttingen, and is the only expert

committee in Latin America aiding implementation of

the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court

within the region from an academic and comparative

law perspective. Members of the study group main-

tain regular contact with each other and are now

being consulted as experts both in their respective

home nations and on an international level. Each ex-

pert is obliged to regularly compile a brief report on

developments in their respective home country, which

is then posted on the programme’s website. An addi-

tional annual publication also presents research work

by the study group on a specific area of the Rome

Statute and the international criminal law. Criminal

law experts from 13 Latin American states are re -

presented within the study group, along with experts

from Germany, Italy and Spain. The majority of mem-

bers are university lecturers, judges, or employees 

of government authorities or non-governmental orga-

nisations working in a legal sphere. 

The relatively young democracies in Latin America are

dependent to a significant extent on the success of

structural reforms concerning the rule of law. These

reform processes will require continued assistance

and support. From this point of view, German exper -

tise derived from legal doctrine, jurisprudence and

 legislation appears to be particularly effective and –

as experience shows – is also clearly welcomed by the

recipient countries. Thanks to its continuity and qua -

lity, the international work of the Konrad-Adenauer-

Stiftung that commenced in Latin America during the

1960s is highly regarded all the way up to the highest

levels of governmental institutions. In turn, such

 esteem eases access to decision-makers and conse-

quently increases the level of acceptance and effec -

tiveness of Rule of Law Programme activities. The

meeting of Latin-American constitutional court judges

and the yearbook of Latin-American  constitutional law

previously referred to provide clear testimony to this,

as does the invitation of former Brazilian President

Fernando Henrique Cardoso who, in 2007, took to 

the stand in the Uruguayan parliament in Montevideo

before an audience of around 400 to report on the

position and prospects of regional integration in Latin

America, and particularly the Common Market of the

South (MERCOSUR).

In addition to the previously mentioned continuity 

of presence and in light of the subject areas ad -

dressed, the Rule of Law Programme is also similarly

 charac terised by sufficient flexibility in terms of

 determining regional or country-specific focal points 

and instruments. Reform processes are difficult to

plan; yet  advisory services must often be available 

at short  notice when the moment that offers healthy

prospects for success arrives. This was the case, for

example, in Mexico in 2006 and 2007, when the

 Mexican constitutional court declared essential parts

of a law promulgated following pressure from private

media concerns unconstitutional. Prior to this, through

dialogue, educational events and pertinent publicati-

ons, the Rule of Law Programme had highlighted the

importance for democracy of a pluralist media market

and had provided the Mexican judges with access to

related jurisprudence of the German Federal Consti -

tutional Court.
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